Dr. Rebecca Patterson, noted authority on the poet Emily Dickinson, taught English at Pittsburg State University for 21 years, from 1954 until her death in 1975. Her major works include *The Riddle of Emily Dickinson*, published in 1951 and *Emily Dickinson's Imagery*, published posthumously in 1979.
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Dr. Baack has created a series of seven useful, timely, ethics modules that can be used by companies as well as in the business classroom. The first module introduces the topic of ethics, including a discussion of morals, social responsibility, and personal codes of ethics. Other modules cover areas of management, accounting, marketing, and human resources. Each module concludes with lists of references and student resources.


Dr. Berry-Bravo and her husband Dr. Bravo-Elizondo have translated into Spanish and added notes for an important historical manuscript, the autobiography of James “Santiago” Thomas Humberstone. Humberstone, English by birth, moved to the dry desert area of the Province of Tarapacá, Chile, in 1875. A chemical engineer, he created the Shanks system for extraction of nitrate, and his mines and factories were important to the development of Chile. The Chilean government honored his memory in 1934 by naming a working nitrate factory after him. In 2005 UNESCO declared the Oficina Humberstone a World Heritage site.


Dr. Box and his co-author bring their wealth of experience to guide small manufacturing firms and businesses. Their book, *Strategy in Small Doses* pares down strategic management to fit the needs of the small business dealing with the complexity of a highly competitive and global economy.


In addition to new and expanded coverage, the 7th edition is designed to give instructors flexibility in designing their courses. Cases and examples provide users with successful applications of MIS. The book includes a student CD with eight additional learning modules covering HTML, object-oriented technologies, e-portfolios, FrontPage, programming Excel with VBA, and the value of MIS to business careers. Also, a second CD, MISource, which provides refresher tutorials of core Excel, Access, and PowerPoint skills.

Dr. Donovan’s new edition of her textbook and student guide provides students with an updated, clear view of modern sociology. The accompanying student guide provides many activities for improving student learning and retention.


Dr. Ross’s piano reduction and Dr. Giray’s editing of the violin part have created a performance edition Saygun’s Violin Concerto op. 44. Because of their detailed work of reducing the score and creating this edition, Dr. Ross and Dr. Giray’s have helped many future violinists find it easier to perform Saygun’s concerto.


Dr. Eric G. Harris has co-authored a fully-fashioned marketing textbook. Titled CB, the textbook is colorful, and full of examples and exhibits. There are two interactive online sites with numerous resources available to aid the teacher as well as the learner.


Materials for students learning English are always in demand. Dr. Sildus has created colorful, well-illustrated lessons for new English learners. Lessons in the book include topics such as “Lost!” “Fun at School,” “Our New Baby,” and “Animals Around the World.”


Nearly ten years after the first publication of This Good Warm Place, March Street Press has reissued the book with new poems written in the same time period by the poet. The forward by poet Elaine Terranova adds new insight into the poems. Ms Washburn says, “It was exciting to know I'd have a 'new' book coming out, but strange to work with revision and publication of poems that were more than a decade old. I think it's a better book now, and I think readers will enjoy some of the longer narrative 'fairy tale' poems added to the book.”
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